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The fiction of law, and another connecting concept legal fiction, are the 
important categories of law. However, in the square of the scholastic, few scholars 
investigate this topic nowadays. Especially on the topic of the fiction of law, there is 
fewer scholar working on. In the scholastic of criminal law, the fiction of law exists 
abroadly in the specific provisions of criminal law, but nobody research on that 
systemically or in depth, either. According to the specific provisions, we understand 
the meaning of the fiction of law. As a result, it’s full of significance, that, the scholar 
researches on the problem of the fiction of law generally, in depth, and systemically, 
further more ,the work could make the relationship between the specific provisions 
much clear, and make us comprehend the philosophy of the criminal law completely. 
The author would set about the connotation of the fiction of law, then on this 
foundation, discuss the extension of that. Afterward, the author analyses the 
justification of the fiction of law, and the limitation resulted from the existence of  
fiction of law in the specific provisions of criminal law. Finally, on the bedrock of the 
above discussion , we reach the destination , which is the conclusion of the paper, and 
that we should “uncover the veil of the fiction” , and spurn the fiction of law in the 
square of the specific provisions of the criminal law. 
Chapter 1 the introduction, the author clarifies the material meaning of the terms, 
fiction of law, legal fiction, fiction of the justice and so on, then, comes to the 
conclusion that the fiction of law is the subordinate notion of the legal fiction. The 
discussion could be the groundwork of the following text. 
Chapter 2 specially discusses the meaning, and the characteristic of the legal 
fiction in the criminal law. 
Chapter 3 enumerates the specific provisions in criminal law which is of the 
fiction of law in nature. And then, we analyze those specific provisions’ proper 
meaning in the angle of the fiction of law. 
Chapter 4 clarifies the notions that are resemble to the fiction of law in the 
specific provisions of criminal law. These concepts are crime conversion and the rules 
of attention, and resorting to these discussion, the author tries the best to clarify the 














Chapter 5 first discusses the justification of the fiction of law in the specific 
provisions of criminal law, from the angle of the humanity——the ideation of analogy, 
the substantial justification——“rechtgut” of criminal law ,and the logic justification
——the limitation of law. Afterwards, the discussion comes to the limitation of the 
fiction of law in the specific provisions of criminal law, which analyses the violation 
the enginery of criminal law, and the conflict with the fundamental of criminal law, 
and so on. 
The conclusion of the paper. The author present the standpoint, that is, we must 
uncover the veil the fiction, revert the nature of the thing, and abolish the fiction of 
law in the specific provisions of criminal law. 
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